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Course Binder

For this course you need a binder that you bring to class each day.  If you have a large binder that you 
want to use for more than one class, you must have a section clearly dedicated to this course.
1. The binder: A 1-1/2-inch to 2-inch wide, 3-ring binder that accommodates 8-1/2-inch by 11-inch paper 
(similar to an 1-1/2” Economy Vinyl Round Ring View Binder available from Walmart for approximately 
$3.49.)
2. Dividers: One (1) set of 3-ring, 8-1/2-inch by 11-inch binder dividers (similar to Avery Office Essentials 
Eight-Tab Index Dividers available from Walmart for approximately $0.85.)
3. Paper: At least One Hundred Fifty (150) sheets of college ruled 8-1/2-inch by 11-inch 3-Hole Punched 
paper (similar to 150 sheets Roaring Spring Paper Products College Ruled Filler Paper available from 
Walmart for approximately $3.83.)

Please note: If you cannot afford school supplies, backpacks filled with supplies are available on a first-
come, first-served basis. Please contact me.

How to Set Up Your Binder

Use permanent ink to clearly mark your binder on the inside cover with the following information:
Your First and Last Name
The Course Name and Period #
The Teacher's Name and Room #

                                     
On the binder's spine clearly mark your first and last name.

Label one divider “HANDOUTS,” one “NOTES,” one “ASSIGNMENTS,” one “PROJECTS,” and one 
“RETURNED WORK” then place them in your binder in that order.  Between each divider (except for 
“Handouts”) place approximately 25 sheets of paper, leaving the rest of the paper after the last divider.

How to Use Your Binder

Bring your binder to class each day.  You will use it to write and organize your work:

As you receive handouts for this class, punch holes in the sheets then add them to your “HANDOUTS” 
section.  In the “NOTES” section write down key terms, concepts and other things talked about in class that 
you may need help remembering or understanding later.  In the “ASSIGNMENTS” section keep written 
assignments you have started and/or completed but have not yet been turned in.  In the “PROJECTS” keep 
papers related to individual and group projects.

In the “RETURNED WORK” section keep all graded papers returned to you.  Sometimes you may not have 
received credit for work you completed because of a bookkeeping error.  By keeping the graded paper you 
will be able to get the error corrected.

Each assignment will have a number.  Keep all assignments in numerical order to stay organized.

In the top left-hand corner of each assignment
(unless otherwise instructed) clearly print or type: Here's an example:

● Your First and Last Name
● The Course Name
● The Teacher Name
● The Class Period
● The Date
● The Assignment Number
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